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1 Fishbutter: Ultra-short synopsis. Derived from the German saying „Now, let’s add butter to the fish“. It means: 
Let’s bring the case to the point, straightly, clearly and simply. 

The chinese signs are yú (fish) and huángyóu (butter). This doesn’t make sense neither in Chinese. Except (for 
instance) a Chinese person speaks German and knows a person from (for instance) Hamburg. 
2 108.000 Li is the distance the famous Monkey King Sun Wukong is able to jump in one cloud-somersault. See: 
Journey to the West. The three signs below signify “journey east”, refering to this classic Chinese novel, that in our 
days becomes popular as well in the western world: See “The forbidden kingdom” with Jackie Chan and Jet Li, or 
“Monkey – Journey to the West” by Demon Albarn, Jamie Hewlett and Chen Shi-Zheng.  
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A cab-drive from Hamburg to Shanghai. A 
German driver learning Chinese on the way 
from his passenger.  

Between documentary, big brother, sitcom 
and educational TV a throughout German-
Chinese Roadmovie occurs.  

The journey is the reward: The new Silkroad. 

 

 

 

1. What_? _________________________________ 3 

1.1. The product__________________________ 3 

1.2. A story tells itself ______________________ 5 

1.3. Interaction/Web 2.0: Play along! ___________ 5 

2. For whom_?______________________________ 6 

3. Details_? ________________________________ 6 

4. Factoring_? ______________________________ 7 

5. Next_? _________________________________ 8 

6. Objections_? _____________________________ 9 

 

 

Attached:   

Cruisemap 

Possible schedule for a mission over new year 2008/09 
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1. What_? 

Merci.GD is a mobile miniature media production. 

Distinctive features: 

1. Minimal costs and manpower produce a surprising variety of valuable, authentic content by 
optimizing workflow and schedules. 

2. That means alongside: Produce a revolutionary high ROI3  for all stakeholders. 

3. Merci.GD concentrates on the small, the special, the personal facts and matters. That „fits inside the 
camera“, also under semi-pro circumstances. And the final broadcasts can always be supplemented  by 
professional footage that usually exist of well-known sights anyway. 

 

1.1. The product 

Docu-Roadmovietainment. Intercultural. Brand-suspicious. Suitable for cell-phones. 

These formats, for example, could be produced and merchandised more or less in realtime 
(interaction, live-feeling – associated media: Web 2.0, IPTV, TV, mobile TV, radio, print) 

working title format freq. dur. target groups 

Chinese on tour language class daily 1 – 5 min youth, educated 

At the Roadside  report  daily  variating  broad (gossip) 

Merci Milestones  report 50  variabel  breit (3. Programme) 

Philosophical Moment talk  daily 1 – 5 Min  youth 

Historical mile docutainment  casual  variabel  youth (Galileo) 

Daily Joke (german/chin.)  comedy daily 1 – 5 Min  broad 

Taxi-Story  interact. soap daily 1 – 5 Min  comedy (art-house) 

Merci – life on board  sitcom  daily Miniaturen  broad (big brother) 

Musical Discoveries report  casual 3 – 5 Min  educated 

- traditional 

- contemporary     also: youth, industrie 

Gastro-Spy  report  daily 1 – 10 Min  also: travel industrie.. 

- service areas, fast food 

- restaurants 

- recepies/kitchens 

Hotel-Quicktest  report 50 – 69   also: travel industrie.. 

Fuel-Guide  report daily?   Logistic industry…? 

Borders  report ca. 14  1 – 5 Min.  educated 

Merci Meets  interview  casual 3 – 8 Min.  braod 

Fairy Tale Mile  reading  optional  2 – 7 Min.  kids 

quiz, games   optional   due to request 

sports/soccer  report optional   broad 

                                                        

3 ROI: Return On Invest. The (mostly financial) advantage taken from invested means (mostly money). The writer 
of these lines belongs to the group of people that are in urgent need of money, the more the better. Still he dreams 
and hopes that Merci.GD apart from that will produce an ideational ROI or profit more than everything else. The 
very different cultural dispositions of Chinese and Europeans are being reflected vice versa in a humorous way in 
order to rise bilateral understanding and lower the fear of the foreign without leveling the differences: On the 
road for harmony. 

Moreover, the writer hopes (in the sense of an abstract ROI) to be able to collect experiences and contacts in order 
to be able to perform the One-Monkey-Show Mach Äffchen – Aufstand im Himmel, a German play which is 
contemporarily not performable ( www.mach-aeffchen.de )  
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Additionally / alternatively: 

Works on request, ordered by industry (travel, market research, …) or press: Stills, footage, interviews, 
researches... 

 

Possible: Road-Side-Events 

For example a concert presenting Die Winterreise4 by Schubert, in case a piano and player can be 
found on the way. For example in Dunhaung, during Chinese New Year (day 42-44). Otherwise it 
might be nice to sing Schubert on the road. But maybe some old Sinatra or sailor’s songs will do better 
behind the wheel? 

Or the event “Merci Afrique!” that is not as absurd as it looks like at first view and didn’t happen to 
be5 during the experimental journeys of Merci.GD during summer 08. For instance at halftime (day 
36) in Yining or on top of the Western Sacred Mountain Hua Shan (day 40): A weather-proof heart-
postcard and a magic flute are sent on journey, attached to a cluster of chocolat-condoms filled with 
helium, accompanied by magic, dance and music. Greetings from EU to AU (European Union to 
African Union in Addis Abbeba, Ethiopia). A gesture of thanks and wishes for a future in harmony and 
wealth. The thanks is for all the music that came into the “western” world from Africa during the last 
five centuries6: Jazz, Rock, Soul, Reggae, Musical, HipHop, Blues… this all would not exist without 
Africa. Good reason to say thank-you, more than once. 

 

All in all & before all 

A humorous, entertaining and culturally extremely fertile experience of German-Chinese 
collaboration.  

Including the option to produce a TV- or arthouse-movie from the collected footage, that will be co-
designed by german and chinese consumers (fans) from A to Z. 

 

Quality 

Today’s equipment also under limited circumstances allows to produce footage of rather high quality 
(HDV). The lack of quality, compared to today’s standarts in TV or cinema, should be compensated by 
originality and authenticity. For distribution on cell-phones or via webfeed the quality will probably be 
sufficient anyway. 

Equipment should not exceed semi-professional level: Low weight and simple handling help flexibility 
on set. Little efforts (lightning, recording, cables..) help a relaxed atmosphere during interviews and 
reports. Of course compromises will have to be accepted when it comes to lightning, sound-recording 
and camera work. On the other hand, the step from “small but authentic” to “acceptable professional 
quality” is rather big: A “Taxi” will not simply replace an OB-vehicle.  

The impression “my dad could have done this, too” is no a threat: Maybe dad will buy a new camera 
and software to produce his own family-roadmovie this summer, inspired by Merci.GD? This would be 
very pleasant to the Merci-crew as well (see above: “ROI”).  

Of course there will be a lot of tricks zooming, exposing and panning that will help “dad” (and the 
Merci-crew) improving. Nothing’s ever perfect.

                                                        

4 www.haggie.de/wr  
5 The original plan was to shoot the take-off somewhere in Paris 92 (banlieue). A second try occured at a steep 
mediterranean coast close to the border between France and Spain. In the first case there was not enough time to 
buy helium, in the second there was not enough helium on board, or the flight weight was too high. The third go 
will succeed. It would be nice if specialists would try to calculate a realistic route to Ethiopia (winds…). But this 
probably would be beyond the means of science (weather…). 
6 Due to wikipedia the first African slaves arrived in Hispaniola in 1501. The industrially organized forced mass-
resettlement of African cheap workers in European camps that lead to nowaday’s ethnic and cultural mix in 
Europe and the Americas started at the latest with the invention of the steam engine and the beginning of the 
„industrial revolution“ in 1769. 
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Merchandising 

Apart from everything that can be sold with an attached logo, from cup to stringtanga: The brand-new 
Eurodeck. A poker-deck to become acquainted with Europe, also for Non-europeans. Cool 
advertising medium. Beautiful present: www.alma.gd/ed/ev  

 

1.2. A story tells itself 

役役役役!!!!    7777 
While you are reading this fishbutter you are inventing me, the story of Merci.GD. You are just in the 
middle of it! Please, don’t be shocked. I am a very beautiful story: Colorful, thrilling, inspired and 
happy ending. Probably a little bit sentimental – exactly the way you like it. Whether you stop reading 
now or continue, whether after lecture you’re going to grab your phone or keyboard to tell someone 
about me or not. Whether your call or mail will help my production, whether you will want to be in the 
credits, whether you shake your head about so much folly or wish to come on board and travel with 
me, if you had the time, or not: 

I bursted into life during summer 2008, late in the evening of june, 19th, to be precise. I was not 
invented, I forced myself into your world. And by my nature I depend on the interaction of a lot of 
people with very different skills and interests. That’s why I produce a tiny “string of action” every 
moment someone reads me or sees me flickering on some screen. What will happen to this (our!) tiny 
string is in your hands from now on. Now and forever! Isn’t that positive, without any restrictions?  

There’s a catch here, as usually: I am in your hands. But: Not only in yours. And now it gets really 
tricky: It’s mainly in your hands, whose hands and how many of them will become part of my action. 
But: Not only in yours. 

Is this a lot or a little? You will find out. No matter what you’re going to do now. Or don’t.  

Anyway: Enjoy! 

Cordially and forever 

Your StoryYour StoryYour StoryYour Story    
 

1.3. Interaction/Web 2.0: Play along! 

What km42 (SPIEGEL.de) already does, Merci.GD wants to expand to become a cult. Please check  
www.km42.de, digest that and this fishbutter together. And let your imagination float a little. 

Merci.GD is organized very precisely and strictly, up to a certain point: Cruisemap, daily schedules and 
flows of production are worked out as perfectly as possible to produce as much freedom as possible 
during “time slots” for the shootings. Thus requests and suggestions can be answered and reacted to 
almost in real time. Whether these suggestions will be made mainly by industrial customers, voting 
webusers or gaming couch-potatoes will depend on how the story of Merci.GD will want to continue.  

Suggested forms of interaction: 

• route-suggestions 

• votings, e.g. concerning the route or the crew (possibly without k.o.) 

• influence on the plots of the staged programs: Life on board, Taxistory… 

• own content (e.g. stills and videos of the visited sites, own travelogues of users..) 

• co-traveling (game, raffle?) 

                                                        

7 : wèi – “hello“ or “hi”  
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2. For whom_? 

Broad spectrum of target-groups. Variable and suitable for experiments of various kinds.  

Original languages can be: German and/or English, Chinese (incl. subtitels8), optionally: host 
country’s language, overdubs (Russian, Spanish…?) 

 

3. Details_? 

A bit like on sea: The frame of action / setup 

The taxi will be named, like a ship. Maybe three times (in Hamburg, Berlin and Venice?) That’s for 
good luck. In this spirit also a muster roll exists on board of MC Merci (GD) 9   

Muster-No. Function Character Cast     
C00710 guide  taxidriver/pupil  Haggie (german/english) 

M001 chiefpurser passenger/teacher NN (chinese/german?/english) 

S001 pilot guardian angel/hitchhiker alternating (host’s language/english) 

Guide and chiefpurser are actors. Additional passengers (PAX) according to the seize of the taxi. 

The Team on shore: The taxi control room 

• (patronage) 

• director, editor, producer 

• marketing and merchandising 

• secretary (2 shifts) and support-network 

• postproduction (Chinese Subtitles!) 

• webmaster 

Cruisemap / dispo 

Attached: Possible raw schedule for an itinary during new year 2008/2009. 

Daily schedules  

Tight schedules that are “just even” realistic will be the key to success. Details depend on the way 
Merci.GD will develop, which broadcasts/formats will be realistic and appreciated and on many 
“bagatelles”, e.g. the possible transfer rate on sat-dsl (daily time-need). It is very important to consider 
the growing time-delay. In the second half, after crossing the Chinese border, the crew is seven hours 
ahead of the control room. A couple of days for rehearsals should be provided to start over as efficient 
as possible. A lot can be shot during the drives, using fixed on board cams („big brother on the road“).

                                                        

8 In Chinese TV you will find subtitles most of the time anyway, as you will find a lot of very different spoken 
dialects and languages in different parts of China, all using the same scripture. 

9 MC (here): Motorized Car. Merci: Loving shortcut of „Mercedes“, one of the smuggler-sisters in the famous 
opera „Carmen“ by George Bizet, nominated patron of the Merci-missions. GD is the port of registry: Schwäbisch 
Gmünd. Formerly GD was the license number of this beautiful small town in the south of Germany, now it is AA, 
which sounds like the French pronounciation of Hamburg’s number HH. The TLD .gd originally belongs the state 
of Grenada, an island 200 km north of Venezuela. 

10 C means captain, not crew! This number normally exist (if at all) only as C001, of course. Considerably M 
means member of crew (orig. German: “Mannschaft”) - and not master. S signifies staff,  a status between 
passenger and crew, like guest-artists or masseurs. Organisation on board is clear and strict and will cope with all 
challenges of the mission: The guide also has the function of a safety-officer (drills!), moreover he covers the chef 
de cuisine, bosun and carpenter. The chiefpurser is also in charge as security-officer (tank cover, wheel caps!). 
Additionally she covers the hotel-manager, being her own boss in this sense, subordinated directly to the company 
in almost every sense. Absolutely on the same hierarchic level as the guide, apart from the tradition that on board 
the captain has the final say (if he wants). This structure of competences will probably provide no perfect harmony 
between the two travellers, which is intended, looking forward to an entertaining trip. Steering will be done by 
turns, that’s for sure. Still unclear: physician, radio-officer, laundry-manager. 
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4. Factoring_? 

Patrons, fans, users, advertisement, merchandising, brand-cooperations, works on demand… 

Parallelly / supplementary: Arthouse-Movie? (additional crews on site/outdoors!?) 

Production und marketing at the same time in/from China and Europe (chiefpurser!) 

 

• labour (3 on tour, min. 6 in „control room“) 

• market entrance (marketing- and other initial costs) 

 

• vessel (limited off road capability?) 14.000 km/3 month 

 

  

Dazhong-taxi, Shanghai (VW Santana)  Large capacity-taxi, Hamburg (MB Vito) 
 

• fuel (at 8 l /100km: ca. 1750 l) 

• tires (2 spare) 

• oil, inspections 

 

• technical equipment: cameras, laptops, navi/mobiles, sat-DSL, supplies 

• further equipment: clothes, shoes, … 

 

• visa, permissions 

• compliments11 

• communication 

 

• accommodation 

• provisions 

• expenses 

 

• return flights 

 

                                                        

11 That’s how in some ports the gifts are called that simplify collaboration between pursers, harbour agents and 
local authorities. Sometimes cigarettes, sometimes office supplies, sometimes money, sometimes a “better don’t”. 
Can be found out.  
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5. Next_? 

 

Hamburg… 

 

…Shanghai 

 

Next sequel: Los Angeles? Hawaii? Panama? Sydney? Or back through Sibiria? 
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6. Objections_? 

 

Most important, after finding a professional production and marketing company, will be to find the 
perfect chiefpurser for the mission. Adventurous, movie-enthusiastic, open and self conscious. A good 
driver, technology enthusiast. German is only one option – “Chinesisch unterwegs” could be “Chinese 

on tour” just as well. Or in both cases 剐 䲹兿 12  

It is considerable to exchange the crewmembers at some of the stages (airports) if e.g. someone gets 
sick during the journey. 

A team for the control room can be found. 

And fans. There’s plenty of time. 

                                                        

12 剐 䲹兿 Hànyǔ chūchē: Spoken Chinese, on tour with a coach. 
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